
FIGURE 1 Engine of Impact: The components of strategic leadership
SOURCE: William F. Meehan III and Kim Starkey Jonker.

Of course, the analogy between a nonprofit organization and an engine is inexact. But we offer
this comparison to convey a vital truth: To make a significant and lasting impact, nonprofit
leaders must engage with all of the essential components of strategic leadership in an integrated
and comprehensive way. In particular, they must attain high levels of performance in both
strategic thinking (which encompasses mission, strategy, impact evaluation, and insight and
courage) and strategic management (which encompasses funding, talent and organization, and
board governance). Strategic thinking pivots around a commitment to fact-based problem
solving; it allows an organization to build and tune an effective engine of impact. Strategic
management involves a keen-eyed focus on execution; it provides the fuel to propel that engine.

Strategic leadership, in short, equals strategic thinking plus strategic management.
Over the course of several decades, we have played virtually every role that exists in the

nonprofit sector: executive, donor, grant maker, board member, adviser, even social
entrepreneur. And we have been in active dialogue not only with many others who occupy those
roles but also with an energetic community of thinkers, writers, speakers, teachers, and observers
who work in universities or foundations, or within the sector itself. And on the basis of our
extensive experience, we boldly proclaim that strategic leadership remains the most significant
source of increased impact for the sector. Regardless of whether one is trying to maximize the
impact of a traditional nonprofit or one that is highly innovative, greater impact begins and ends
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LANDESA

Landesa, an organization that works to obtain land rights for the rural poor, has also adopted a
compelling theory of change. That theory of change is reflected in a sequence of five logic steps,
each of which is informed by empirical evidence:

FIGURE 2 CEO’s program model
SOURCE: “CEO Theory of Change,” Center for Employment Opportunities, accessed August 31, 2016,
http://ceoworks.org/about/what-we-do/mission-vision. Reprinted with permission.

1. Land is the most critical resource for a majority of the world’s poorest people.
2. The lack of secure and equitable land rights is a root cause of global poverty and gender inequality.
3. Secure land rights provide a foundation for economic opportunity and better living conditions.
4. Law is a powerful and highly leveraged tool for social and economic change.
5. A small group of focused professionals working collaboratively with governments and other stakeholders
can help to change and implement laws and policies that provide opportunity to the world’s poorest women
and men.25

Landesa’s theory of change grew out of insights that Roy Prosterman, its cofounder and
chairman emeritus, developed while studying farmers’ land rights during the Vietnam War.
Because these insights are both enduring and profound, they are as important today as when the
organization was founded. “The insights underlying Landesa’s theory of change were developed
in the earliest days of our work . . . out of an instinct to be rigorous. . . . I approached the work as
a social scientist, and especially as a lawyer looking for evidence about what works,” says
Prosterman.26 Landesa also developed a graphical picture of its theory of change that uses arrows
depicting causality to delineate specific goals, activities, outcomes, and impacts.

For Landesa, as for most organizations, the process of developing and obtaining stakeholder
agreement on its theory of change has been as important as the end product. Tim Hanstad,
cofounder and former CEO and president, reflects, “Some of our richest discussions as an
organization—with management, staff, board members, and donors—have occurred during the
process of developing a graphical depiction of our theory of change and specifically around
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FIGURE 3 Porter’s five-forces model
SOURCE: Michael E. Porter, “The Five Competitive Forces That Shape Strategy,” Harvard Business Review,
January 2008. Copyright © 2008 by Harvard Business Publishing; all rights reserved. Reprinted with
permission.

Porter’s model has survived and thrived in part because it is useful to such a wide variety of
people—Ivy League economists, small-business entrepreneurs, and social workers can all find
something of value in it. For example, if you have only one buyer and many suppliers, the power
rests with the buyer who can play one supplier against others. (Think of a social service
organization that relies predominantly on government contracts or grants. That organization has
little or no power in its negotiations with its primary or sole source of financing.) Low barriers to
new entrants or many possible substitutes make a market less attractive to enter or grow. (Think
of college-prep programs that function in some ways as a substitute for high school.) Just
observe the power of teachers’ unions to limit the growth of the charter school movement and
you can easily sense the bargaining power of suppliers.

Porter’s five-forces model revolutionized the study of business strategy and “shaped a
generation of academic research and business practice.”31 Then, in 1995, Yale professor Sharon
M. Oster, who is one of the very few academics to research, write about, and teach nonprofit
strategy, augmented Porter’s model by adapting it to the distinctive dynamics of nonprofits. Her
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FIGURE 4 Oster’s six-forces model
SOURCE: Sharon M. Oster, Strategic Management for Nonprofit Organizations: Theory and Cases (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 1995): figure 3.1, “Six Force Chart for Nonprofit Industry Analysis,” 30. Copyright
© 1995 by Oxford University Press, Inc. By permission of Oxford University Press, USA.

To understand how applying the Oster model can clarify a nonprofit’s strategic position, let’s
consider three examples. These examples—drawn from the fields of education, health care, and
the performing arts—illustrate three competitive or market-based challenges that nonprofits
commonly face: unmet public need, full competition (but worse), and the limits of earned
revenue.

These examples, we believe, yield two major takeaways. First and foremost, most nonprofits
compete in markets—but markets in which highly varying structures and forces are at work.
Second, as nonprofit leaders undertake their organization’s strategic analysis, they must apply a
robust model for competitive analysis, such as Oster’s six-forces model, in order to ensure that
the strategy they are using to achieve their mission is sound.

EASTSIDE COLLEGE PREPARATORY SCHOOL: UNMET PUBLIC NEED
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into action. This combination of approaches enables EOS to achieve “outrageously high”
conversion rates.55

FIGURE 5 EOS’s key skills across the value chain
SOURCE: William F. Meehan III and Kim Starkey Jonker, informed by William F. Meehan and Davina
Drabkin, “Equal Opportunities Schools: Finding the Missing Students,” Case No. SM-240, Stanford Graduate
School of Business, 2015.

3. Selecting the best applicants. EOS works to select district applicants that are the best fit for
its criteria, because fit determines likelihood of success. For the 2014–2015 academic year, for
example, EOS selected two-thirds of its applicants on the basis of how closely the applicants’
data fit EOS criteria as well as the applicants’ leadership characteristics.56

4. Executing the program with participating schools, leveraging EOS’s expertise in
incorporating “growth mind-set,” and developing insights for every student. EOS has
incorporated Stanford psychologist Carol Dweck’s concept of growth mind-set.57 With a growth
mind-set, people believe that their most basic abilities can be developed through dedication and
hard work. In contrast, under a fixed mind-set, people believe that those abilities are fixed traits.
EOS has incorporated this concept across its entire program to broaden educators’ understanding
of student ability and to increase student engagement and motivation. In addition, EOS helps
schools organize quantitative and qualitative data so they can develop personalized, growth-
focused approaches for each student. Targeted districts, according to Saaris, are “so hungry to
drive real progress and so often stymied in these attempts. We connect the dots—down to the
level of individual student conversations between a given adult and a given missing student.”58

5. Measuring performance. EOS has prioritized impact and performance measurement since
its founding. It sets goals, tracks progress, and then holds staff responsible for results by
awarding bonuses and promotions connected to outcomes.59 EOS measures progress and impact
at various levels: district, school, demographic group (e.g., low income, African American,
Latino), and individual student. It tracks AP and IB course enrollment rates and pass rates before
and after program implementation, which enables it to measure changes over time and across
groups. EOS also creates a Student Insight Card to monitor progress for each student. Today it is
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FIGURE 6 Charitable contributions in the United States by donor type, 2015 (in billions)
SOURCE: Giving USA 2016: The Annual Report on Philanthropy for the Year 2015 (Chicago: Giving USA
Foundation, 2016), 27, 238. Data used with permission.

This reliance on foundation support can have adverse consequences for nonprofits.
“Foundation grants are usually for short-term projects and typically fund little, if any, of the
types of expenses that lead to stronger organizations—things like evaluation, leadership, and
additional fund raising,” said Melissa S. Brown, a fund-raising consultant who manages the
Nonprofit Research Collaborative.16 Support from individuals can be less burdensome, and more
likely to grow over time, than foundation giving. In many cases, it also comes with additional
benefits such as expertise, leadership, and access to networks. This multidimensional value puts
donations from individuals at a premium, and targeting such donations is therefore worthy of
strategic focus.

Learn from Partners in “Plutophilanthropy”
In most cases, the prioritization of major donors and major gifts from individuals is the key
driver of sustained large-scale fund-raising success by nonprofits. The Growth in Giving
Initiative, a data platform organized by the Urban Institute and the Association of Fundraising
Professionals, has analyzed millions of gift records from thousands of organizations and has
consistently found that 80 percent of funding comes from 20 percent of donors.17 The majority
of nonprofits, however, find it challenging to raise major gifts. In our 2016 Stanford survey, only
40 percent of nonprofit executives and staff indicated affirmatively, “My organization’s current
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efforts to raise major gifts from individuals (according to my organization’s definition of major
gifts) are very effective.”

There are four types of nonprofits that typically excel at raising major gifts: colleges and
universities, medical centers, high-end performing arts organizations, and museums. In the
1980s, Tom Wolfe used the term plutography to describe the graphic depiction of the acts of the
rich.18 In the same spirit, we have coined the term plutophilanthropy to refer to philanthropy of
the ultrawealthy, and we call institutions that draw on this source for financial support partners in
plutophilanthropy (PIPs).

Nonprofits in other sectors, especially those in human services, poverty alleviation, and
education, tend to assume that they will be unable to raise major gifts, and this can become a
self-fulfilling prophecy. While the four PIPs have some inherent advantages—alums, patients,
attendees—there is no necessary reason that nonprofits that serve the needy can’t build major gift
or major donor functions. As the PIPs have learned, seeking major gifts from individuals has
numerous benefits. A study of higher education capital campaigns revealed that in 2013, 78
percent of funds received came from 1 percent of donors.19 Experts at the Fund Raising School
at the Indiana University Lilly Family School of Philanthropy and similar training programs
advise nonprofits to build a fund-raising pyramid in which roughly 30 percent of their donors
account for about 80 percent of the money raised (see Figure 7).20 For many organizations, the
pyramid will be even steeper, and an even smaller percentage of donors will bring in an even
greater percentage of funds.

FIGURE 7 Giving trends (based on field experience)
SOURCE: The Fund Raising School, Lilly Family School of Philanthropy, Indiana University, Developing
Annual Sustainability Study Guide. Used with permission.

There is ample evidence to demonstrate that a small number of donors provide an outsized
share of donations. In 2014, just 4 percent of tax returns—those filed by tax filers with incomes
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FIGURE 8 Readiness-to-scale matrix
SOURCE: William F. Meehan III and Kim Starkey Jonker. M. C. Escher’s “Waterfall.” Copyright © 2016 The
M. C. Escher Company–The Netherlands. All rights reserved. http://www.mcescher.com. Reprinted with
permission.

SCALE JAIL

According to the IRS, there are more than one million 501(c)(3)s in the United States. What do
they all do? Sadly, some do not do very much. A small local social service nonprofit or cultural
organization with the resources to pay an executive director and little else, for example, is not in
a position to think through issues like theory of change or impact measurement, or even to raise
much money. Organizations in this category are trapped in Scale Jail. (We are not students of
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FIGURE 9 Distribution of today’s nonprofits in the readiness-to-scale matrix
SOURCE: Data are drawn from William F. Meehan III and Kim Starkey Jonker, 2016 Stanford Survey on
Leadership and Management in the Nonprofit Sector, Stanford Graduate School of Business, 2016,
engineofimpact.org/survey.

We aspire to have our matrix, and the thinking that underlies it, influence strategic leadership
throughout the nonprofit sector. Over time, we hope to encounter fewer organizations that are
stuck in Scale Jail or in the Waterfall—fewer organizations that divert attention and resources
from nonprofits that have a real engine of impact. We hope to see greater appreciation of the
vibrancy and importance of Small Is Beautiful organizations and ready support for nonprofits
that have entered the Field of Dreams. Finally, we anticipate the day when we will see full
scaling and resourcing for those nonprofits, in vogue or not, that have reached, or see not far in
the distance, the Promised Land beyond the mountaintops.

How to Scale
The primary role of nonprofit leaders is not to grow the size of an organization, or even to reach
more people, but to achieve the greatest possible impact. Sometimes that means growth that
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